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About This Game

Wild Guns Reloaded is a fast-paced arcade-style shooter, mixing the Wild West with steampunk. Play as Clint, Annie, Doris, or
Bullet the dog with his sentry drone. Grab some friends and play together for some four player action! Each character can jump,

dive, and roll to get out of the way of the barrage of bullets enemies let fly – or shoot them down with their own gun!

•Two new characters, each with their own weapons and tactics!
•Up to 4 players and Online Rankings!

•Classic and NEW Stages!
•NEW Boss Enemies and Special Weapons!
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I love the story. It's very simulair to the real series and the characters are nice. So ... What is "What the Heck, Dude ?" its just a
game with great Graphics but a prettey dumb Game Idea you just try to to provoke a mass brawl , and be the last one standing .

I would give it (7,8 / 10) IGN .. Changing my review to reflect recent changes.

The game is short, about 30 minutes of play, but while it lasts is a very interesting and beautifully executed experience.

Fair warning to those who are prone to motion sickness, you may want to sit down for the
areas after the escape section.

The developer reached out to me during my play to correct the issues the game had, proving
they have an interest in providing a good experience.

I look forward to more from this one.. Nice graphics, scary monsters, it procedurally generates the levels, so everytime its
different.

Id love to know if enemies are unlimited, as in if they respawn over and over, or if there are a limited # per level... but it seems
like they just respawn after a while.

The damn cockroaches made me squirm because i wasnt expecting them.

Overall good and worth it.. Aside from the fact that this game is literally unplayable because of how majorly screwed the
buttons are, its a good game.
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Fun game. Very artistic. Unfortunately, also a VERY short game.. píčovina skurvená !!!!!!. Very nice short story that works well
in VR. So I had a chance to play this on a Free weekend, and although it's not a greatly in depth tycoon simulator, I thoroughly
enjoyed it. If you’re looking for a fun fast food tycoon game you won’t be disappointed.. CHEEKI BREEKI. am started game of
thrones map, can follow the developments here.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=smsdK5ug8YE
finished in sourth if u help pls pm me. One of the main reasons I enjoy video games is for the special kind of story-telling it can
provide. This title nails it. It's not very long, so what it lacks in other avenues such as gameplay and controls is made up for with
a great story. Great characterization, sense of humor, immersive feel. Worth your time.. Note: Video review embedded below.

Few games are as happy to be here as Super Splatters.

Its delightfully tongue-in-cheek writing and happy-go-lucky characters are quite literally bursting with charm, flinging
their jelly-like bodies around the stage before exploding into gooey cascades to the cheers of their insatiable audience.
Super Splatters is so unconcerned with being taken seriously, so committed to making you laugh and smile, that
it\u2019s hard not to forgive some of its more frustrating parts for the sake of how much fun it\u2019s having.

Super Splatters is all about skill in an environment you wouldn\u2019t expect to demand it. Your goal isn\u2019t to do
good yourself, but impress the audience watching you and in turn earn fans to help propel you to the next level of
splatter stardom. You do this by making an absolute mess, shooting your wiggly body toward small balls you need to
cover with your explosive fluids in order to clear a level. The challenge is you\u2019re only given a limited number of
goo-people and balls are typically spaced out so as to require a lot of tricky maneuvering to catch them all.

For a game seemingly aimed at more casual players, Super Splatters has an abundant amount of depth in its scoring
system and outrageously difficult level designs later on. Different shots activate stunts, the more of which you chain
together the higher your combo gets and the more fans you\u2019ll receive. This becomes fiendishly complex when you
have to deal with multiple colors, required stunts, and an increasing number of spikes ready to prematurely split you
open.

Issues only arise when Super Splatters\u2019 somewhat luck based design begins to feel as if it\u2019s working against
you. As you\u2019re required to clear every level entirely, it\u2019s not uncommon to end up with a single ball
remaining do to you goo somehow not penetrating a stack enough, or slipping through the floor faster than you\u2019d
anticipate. Later stages are positively infuriating at times, testing my patience with little in the way of direction, and
losing much of the cheerful dialogue that made earlier levels such a joy.

Maybe that\u2019s a bit of a baseless complaint though as there isn\u2019t ever a reason you\u2019re forced to play
past a comfortable difficulty. Super Splatters is fully focused on giving you as much or as little a challenge as you want,
so outside of completionists there\u2019s never a forceful urging to push you outside your comfort zone. And
that\u2019s something I find really refreshing: a game so completely devoted to having a ridiculously good time that
you can\u2019t help but enjoy yourself.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=5YQ1k2f26CI&ab_channel=MrNinjaSquirrel
You can read more of my writing on Kritiqal.
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